**DATE OF INJURY**: 1/10/2015
**COMPANY NAME**: ALEX ENERGY, INC.
**MINE NAME**: JERRY FOR PEGAL
**PERMIT NO.**: U000054729
**JOBTIE**: CONTINUOUS MINER OPERATOR
**EXP.**: OTHER, NEC
**INJURY**: SPRAINS, STRAINS
**INJURY NARRATIVE**: MINE OPERATOR HAS BEEN INFORMED THAT THE EMPLOYEE IS ON THE EP STEEL DIABOLIC BOX IT FELL ON THE EMPLOYEE'S BODY. DID NOT LOSE TIME UNTIL 4/21/15.

**DATE OF INJURY**: 1/10/2015
**COMPANY NAME**: BROOKS RUN MINING COMPANY, LLC
**MINE NAME**: JACKSON BRIDGE
**PERMIT NO.**: U000042792
**JOBTIE**: SHUTTLE CAR, RAM CAR OPERATOR
**EXP.**: OTHER, NEC
**INJURY**: SPRAINS, STRAINS
**INJURY NARRATIVE**: EMPLOYEE IS ON THE EP STEEL DIABOLIC BOX IT FELL ON THE EMPLOYEE'S BODY. DID NOT LOSE TIME UNTIL 4/21/15.

**DATE OF INJURY**: 1/15/2015
**COMPANY NAME**: MIDLAND TRAIL ENERGY, LLC
**MINE NAME**: BC NO. 1
**PERMIT NO.**: U0001501-A
**JOBTIE**: ELECTRICIAN
**EXP.**: OTHER, NEC
**INJURY**: SPRAINS, STRAINS
**INJURY NARRATIVE**: EMPLOYEE CLAIMED FOR BLACK LEGS WAS ACCEPTED ON 8/6/2015.

**DATE OF INJURY**: 1/15/2015
**COMPANY NAME**: MCDONALD COAL COMPANY, LLC
**MINE NAME**: MCDONALD MINE
**PERMIT NO.**: U00003383
**JOBTIE**: ROOF DUSTER
**EXP.**: OTHER, NEC
**INJURY**: SPRAINS, STRAINS
**INJURY NARRATIVE**: EMPLOYEE IS ON THE EP STEEL DIABOLIC BOX IT FELL ON THE EMPLOYEE'S BODY. DID NOT LOSE TIME UNTIL 4/21/15.

**DATE OF INJURY**: 1/15/2015
**COMPANY NAME**: MCDONALD COAL COMPANY, LLC
**MINE NAME**: MCDONALD MINE
**PERMIT NO.**: U00003383
**JOBTIE**: ROOF DUSTER
**EXP.**: OTHER, NEC
**INJURY**: SPRAINS, STRAINS
**INJURY NARRATIVE**: EMPLOYEE IS ON THE EP STEEL DIABOLIC BOX IT FELL ON THE EMPLOYEE'S BODY. DID NOT LOSE TIME UNTIL 4/21/15.

**DATE OF INJURY**: 1/15/2015
**COMPANY NAME**: EASTERN ASSOCIATED COAL CORP.
**MINE NAME**: MOUNTAINEER II
**PERMIT NO.**: U00004563
**JOBTIE**: ROOF BOLTER OPERATOR
**EXP.**: OTHER, NEC
**INJURY**: SPRAINS, STRAINS
**INJURY NARRATIVE**: EMPLOYEE IS ON THE EP STEEL DIABOLIC BOX IT FELL ON THE EMPLOYEE'S BODY. DID NOT LOSE TIME UNTIL 4/21/15.

**DATE OF INJURY**: 1/15/2015
**COMPANY NAME**: EASTERN ASSOCIATED COAL CORP.
**MINE NAME**: MOUNTAINEER II
**PERMIT NO.**: U00004563
**JOBTIE**: ROOF BOLTER OPERATOR
**EXP.**: OTHER, NEC
**INJURY**: SPRAINS, STRAINS
**INJURY NARRATIVE**: EMPLOYEE IS ON THE EP STEEL DIABOLIC BOX IT FELL ON THE EMPLOYEE'S BODY. DID NOT LOSE TIME UNTIL 4/21/15.

**DATE OF INJURY**: 1/15/2015
**COMPANY NAME**: ROCKSPRING DEVELOPMENT, INC.
**MINE NAME**: CAMP DR. MIN No. 1
**PERMIT NO.**: U00003383
**JOBTIE**: ROOF BOLTER OPERATOR
**EXP.**: OTHER, NEC
**INJURY**: SPRAINS, STRAINS
**INJURY NARRATIVE**: EMPLOYEE IS ON THE EP STEEL DIABOLIC BOX IT FELL ON THE EMPLOYEE'S BODY. DID NOT LOSE TIME UNTIL 4/21/15.

**DATE OF INJURY**: 1/15/2015
**COMPANY NAME**: GREEGER MINERALS, LLC
**MINE NAME**: POWERLON NO. 1
**PERMIT NO.**: U000503892
**JOBTIE**: SHUTTLE CAR, RAM CAR OPERATOR
**EXP.**: OTHER, NEC
**INJURY**: SPRAINS, STRAINS
**INJURY NARRATIVE**: EMPLOYEE IS ON THE EP STEEL DIABOLIC BOX IT FELL ON THE EMPLOYEE'S BODY. DID NOT LOSE TIME UNTIL 4/21/15.

**DATE OF INJURY**: 1/15/2015
**COMPANY NAME**: MCDONALD COAL COMPANY, LLC
**MINE NAME**: MCDONALD MINE
**PERMIT NO.**: U00003383
**JOBTIE**: ROOF DUSTER
**EXP.**: OTHER, NEC
**INJURY**: SPRAINS, STRAINS
**INJURY NARRATIVE**: EMPLOYEE IS ON THE EP STEEL DIABOLIC BOX IT FELL ON THE EMPLOYEE'S BODY. DID NOT LOSE TIME UNTIL 4/21/15.

**DATE OF INJURY**: 1/15/2015
**COMPANY NAME**: GREEGER MINERALS, LLC
**MINE NAME**: POWERLON NO. 1
**PERMIT NO.**: U000503892
**JOBTIE**: SHUTTLE CAR, RAM CAR OPERATOR
**EXP.**: OTHER, NEC
**INJURY**: SPRAINS, STRAINS
**INJURY NARRATIVE**: EMPLOYEE IS ON THE EP STEEL DIABOLIC BOX IT FELL ON THE EMPLOYEE'S BODY. DID NOT LOSE TIME UNTIL 4/21/15.

**DATE OF INJURY**: 1/15/2015
**COMPANY NAME**: GREEGER MINERALS, LLC
**MINE NAME**: POWERLON NO. 1
**PERMIT NO.**: U000503892
**JOBTIE**: SHUTTLE CAR, RAM CAR OPERATOR
**EXP.**: OTHER, NEC
**INJURY**: SPRAINS, STRAINS
**INJURY NARRATIVE**: EMPLOYEE IS ON THE EP STEEL DIABOLIC BOX IT FELL ON THE EMPLOYEE'S BODY. DID NOT LOSE TIME UNTIL 4/21/15.

**DATE OF INJURY**: 1/15/2015
**COMPANY NAME**: GREEGER MINERALS, LLC
**MINE NAME**: POWERLON NO. 1
**PERMIT NO.**: U000503892
**JOBTIE**: ROOF BOLTER OPERATOR
**EXP.**: OTHER, NEC
**INJURY**: SPRAINS, STRAINS
**INJURY NARRATIVE**: EMPLOYEE IS ON THE EP STEEL DIABOLIC BOX IT FELL ON THE EMPLOYEE'S BODY. DID NOT LOSE TIME UNTIL 4/21/15.

**DATE OF INJURY**: 1/15/2015
**COMPANY NAME**: MCDONALD COAL COMPANY, LLC
**MINE NAME**: MCDONALD MINE
**PERMIT NO.**: U00003383
**JOBTIE**: ROOF DUSTER
**EXP.**: OTHER, NEC
**INJURY**: SPRAINS, STRAINS
**INJURY NARRATIVE**: EMPLOYEE IS ON THE EP STEEL DIABOLIC BOX IT FELL ON THE EMPLOYEE'S BODY. DID NOT LOSE TIME UNTIL 4/21/15.

**DATE OF INJURY**: 1/15/2015
**COMPANY NAME**: GREEGER MINERALS, LLC
**MINE NAME**: POWERLON NO. 1
**PERMIT NO.**: U000503892
**JOBTIE**: SHUTTLE CAR, RAM CAR OPERATOR
**EXP.**: OTHER, NEC
**INJURY**: SPRAINS, STRAINS
**INJURY NARRATIVE**: EMPLOYEE IS ON THE EP STEEL DIABOLIC BOX IT FELL ON THE EMPLOYEE'S BODY. DID NOT LOSE TIME UNTIL 4/21/15.

**DATE OF INJURY**: 1/15/2015
**COMPANY NAME**: MCDONALD COAL COMPANY, LLC
**MINE NAME**: MCDONALD MINE
**PERMIT NO.**: U00003383
**JOBTIE**: ROOF DUSTER
**EXP.**: OTHER, NEC
**INJURY**: SPRAINS, STRAINS
**INJURY NARRATIVE**: EMPLOYEE IS ON THE EP STEEL DIABOLIC BOX IT FELL ON THE EMPLOYEE'S BODY. DID NOT LOSE TIME UNTIL 4/21/15.

**DATE OF INJURY**: 1/15/2015
**COMPANY NAME**: MCDONALD COAL COMPANY, LLC
**MINE NAME**: MCDONALD MINE
**PERMIT NO.**: U00003383
**JOBTIE**: ROOF DUSTER
**EXP.**: OTHER, NEC
**INJURY**: SPRAINS, STRAINS
**INJURY NARRATIVE**: EMPLOYEE IS ON THE EP STEEL DIABOLIC BOX IT FELL ON THE EMPLOYEE'S BODY. DID NOT LOSE TIME UNTIL 4/21/15.

**DATE OF INJURY**: 1/15/2015
**COMPANY NAME**: GREEGER MINERALS, LLC
**MINE NAME**: POWERLON NO. 1
**PERMIT NO.**: U000503892
**JOBTIE**: ROOF BOLTER OPERATOR
**EXP.**: OTHER, NEC
**INJURY**: SPRAINS, STRAINS
**INJURY NARRATIVE**: EMPLOYEE IS ON THE EP STEEL DIABOLIC BOX IT FELL ON THE EMPLOYEE'S BODY. DID NOT LOSE TIME UNTIL 4/21/15.

**DATE OF INJURY**: 1/15/2015
**COMPANY NAME**: MCDONALD COAL COMPANY, LLC
**MINE NAME**: MCDONALD MINE
**PERMIT NO.**: U00003383
**JOBTIE**: ROOF DUSTER
**EXP.**: OTHER, NEC
**INJURY**: SPRAINS, STRAINS
**INJURY NARRATIVE**: EMPLOYEE IS ON THE EP STEEL DIABOLIC BOX IT FELL ON THE EMPLOYEE'S BODY. DID NOT LOSE TIME UNTIL 4/21/15.

**DATE OF INJURY**: 1/15/2015
**COMPANY NAME**: MCDONALD COAL COMPANY, LLC
**MINE NAME**: MCDONALD MINE
**PERMIT NO.**: U00003383
**JOBTIE**: ROOF DUSTER
**EXP.**: OTHER, NEC
**INJURY**: SPRAINS, STRAINS
**INJURY NARRATIVE**: EMPLOYEE IS ON THE EP STEEL DIABOLIC BOX IT FELL ON THE EMPLOYEE'S BODY. DID NOT LOSE TIME UNTIL 4/21/15.
WHILE MOVING FEEDER CABLE HE STEPPED ON A ROCK TWISTING HIS RIGHT ANKLE.

UPON STEPPING ON A ROCK HE TWISTED HIS RIGHT ANKLE.

RELEASING THE BELT AND STOPPED IN A HOLE, STARTED MISINFORMING WORK ON 3/2/15.

WALKING AND CROSSING THE OUT RIGGERS ON THE BELT TAILWORKS HE TRIPPED ANDfell ON HIS RIGHT Elbow, STARTED MISINFORMING 1/20/15.

FRACTURE, CHIP

EMPLOYEE TRIPPED OVER A ROOF FALL AND CUT HIS KNEE.

SHUTTLE CAR, RAM CAR OPERATOR

FIRE BOSS, PRESHIFT EXAMINER

WALKING THROUGH SUPPLY YARD AND SLIPPED ON ICE HYPEREXTENDING RIGHT KNEE.

McELROY MINE

D00004786S

CONTUSION

DRILL WRENCH WAS BENT CAUSING THE FRILL STEEL TO IMPACT HIS RIGHT PALM/WRIST.

BLACK OAK MINE

SPRAINS, STRAINS


PEERLESS RACHEL MINE

BELT CONVEYOR MAN

NO. 4

BELT CONVEYOR MAN

ROOF BOLTER OPERATOR

EMPLOYEE WAS TAKING BOTTOM ROLLER OFF OF BELT WHEN HE HAD PAIN IN HIS SHOULDER. EMPLOYEE DID NOT MISS WORK UNTIL JUNE 5, 2015

TEN-MILE COAL CO., INC.

MARFON MINING CO., INC.

BELT CONVEYOR MAN

POCAHONTAS COAL COMPANY, LLC

FOOTAGE RISK NO. 95

U00003383

CUT, LACERATION, PUNCTURE

INSTALLING A ROOF BOLT WHEN A PIECE OF ROCK FELL FROM THE TOP STRIKING HIM ON THE RIGHT FOOT HAVING HER IN JAIL THE 2ND TIME.

ROOF BOLTER OPERATOR

EMERALD PROCESSING, LLC

D000020495A

UTILITY MAN

HELPING TRANSPORT 5 GALLONS OF OIL BY HAND AND FELT A POP IN HIS LOWER BACK

U00020483A

SPRAINS, STRAINS

WALKING THE BELT AND STEPPED IN A HOLE. STARTED MISSING WORK ON 01/29/15

CUT, LACERATION, PUNCTURE

CONTUSION

RETAINING A THUMB WHILE LIFTING A BOTTOM ROLLER

POCAHONTAS COAL COMPANY, LLC

D00004563

UTILITY MAN

JERSEY MINE

D00004786S

CUT, LACERATION, PUNCTURE

INSTALLING A ROOF BOLT WHEN A PIECE OF ROCK FELL FROM THE TOP STRIKING HIM ON THE RIGHT FOOT HAVING HER IN JAIL THE 2ND TIME.

EMERALD PROCESSING, LLC

ROOF BOLTER OPERATOR

D00004786S

Contusional injury form a bottom roller on the roof fall.

ROOF BOLTER OPERATOR

SPRAINS, STRAINS

WALKING THE BELT AND STEPPED IN A HOLE. STARTED MISSING WORK ON 01/29/15

CUT, LACERATION, PUNCTURE

CUT, LACERATION, PUNCTURE

INSTALLING A ROOF BOLT WHEN A PIECE OF ROCK FELL FROM THE TOP STRIKING HIM ON THE RIGHT FOOT HAVING HER IN JAIL THE 2ND TIME.

EMERALD PROCESSING, LLC

ROOF BOLTER OPERATOR

D00004786S

CUT, LACERATION, PUNCTURE

INSTALLING A ROOF BOLT WHEN A PIECE OF ROCK FELL FROM THE TOP STRIKING HIM ON THE RIGHT FOOT HAVING HER IN JAIL THE 2ND TIME.

EMERALD PROCESSING, LLC

ROOF BOLTER OPERATOR

D00004786S

CUT, LACERATION, PUNCTURE

INSTALLING A ROOF BOLT WHEN A PIECE OF ROCK FELL FROM THE TOP STRIKING HIM ON THE RIGHT FOOT HAVING HER IN JAIL THE 2ND TIME.

EMERALD PROCESSING, LLC

ROOF BOLTER OPERATOR

D00004786S

CUT, LACERATION, PUNCTURE

INSTALLING A ROOF BOLT WHEN A PIECE OF ROCK FELL FROM THE TOP STRIKING HIM ON THE RIGHT FOOT HAVING HER IN JAIL THE 2ND TIME.

EMERALD PROCESSING, LLC

ROOF BOLTER OPERATOR

D00004786S

CUT, LACERATION, PUNCTURE

INSTALLING A ROOF BOLT WHEN A PIECE OF ROCK FELL FROM THE TOP STRIKING HIM ON THE RIGHT FOOT HAVING HER IN JAIL THE 2ND TIME.

EMERALD PROCESSING, LLC

ROOF BOLTER OPERATOR

D00004786S

CUT, LACERATION, PUNCTURE

INSTALLING A ROOF BOLT WHEN A PIECE OF ROCK FELL FROM THE TOP STRIKING HIM ON THE RIGHT FOOT HAVING HER IN JAIL THE 2ND TIME.

EMERALD PROCESSING, LLC

ROOF BOLTER OPERATOR

D00004786S

CUT, LACERATION, PUNCTURE

INSTALLING A ROOF BOLT WHEN A PIECE OF ROCK FELL FROM THE TOP STRIKING HIM ON THE RIGHT FOOT HAVING HER IN JAIL THE 2ND TIME.

EMERALD PROCESSING, LLC

ROOF BOLTER OPERATOR

D00004786S

CUT, LACERATION, PUNCTURE

INSTALLING A ROOF BOLT WHEN A PIECE OF ROCK FELL FROM THE TOP STRIKING HIM ON THE RIGHT FOOT HAVING HER IN JAIL THE 2ND TIME.

EMERALD PROCESSING, LLC

ROOF BOLTER OPERATOR

D00004786S

CUT, LACERATION, PUNCTURE

INSTALLING A ROOF BOLT WHEN A PIECE OF ROCK FELL FROM THE TOP STRIKING HIM ON THE RIGHT FOOT HAVING HER IN JAIL THE 2ND TIME.

EMERALD PROCESSING, LLC

ROOF BOLTER OPERATOR

D00004786S

CUT, LACERATION, PUNCTURE

INSTALLING A ROOF BOLT WHEN A PIECE OF ROCK FELL FROM THE TOP STRIKING HIM ON THE RIGHT FOOT HAVING HER IN JAIL THE 2ND TIME.

EMERALD PROCESSING, LLC

ROOF BOLTER OPERATOR

D00004786S

CUT, LACERATION, PUNCTURE

INSTALLING A ROOF BOLT WHEN A PIECE OF ROCK FELL FROM THE TOP STRIKING HIM ON THE RIGHT FOOT HAVING HER IN JAIL THE 2ND TIME.

EMERALD PROCESSING, LLC

ROOF BOLTER OPERATOR

D00004786S

CUT, LACERATION, PUNCTURE

INSTALLING A ROOF BOLT WHEN A PIECE OF ROCK FELL FROM THE TOP STRIKING HIM ON THE RIGHT FOOT HAVING HER IN JAIL THE 2ND TIME.

EMERALD PROCESSING, LLC

ROOF BOLTER OPERATOR

D00004786S

CUT, LACERATION, PUNCTURE

INSTALLING A ROOF BOLT WHEN A PIECE OF ROCK FELL FROM THE TOP STRIKING HIM ON THE RIGHT FOOT HAVING HER IN JAIL THE 2ND TIME.
While changing a chuck in drill pot, a piece of rock hit him on the back of the head.

McElroy Mine
34
MOTORMAN, SWAMPER, SWITCHMAN
LOWER WAR EAGLE MINE
MINE NO. 2
SPRAINS, STRAINS
McElroy Mine
39
D00004563
3/5/2015
SPRAINS, STRAINS
McElroy Mine
DRILL OPERATOR
POWELLTON NO. 1
2/23/2015
2/26/2015
BELT CONVEYOR MAN
ROOF BOLTER OPERATOR
EMPLOYEE stepped on piece of coal and twisted ankle.

CRAWDAD #1 PORTAL B
2/28/2015
TUNNEL RIDGE
MINE FOREMAN, MANAGER, OWNER
3.5
0
STEPPED OFF OF BOLTER AND TWISTED LEFT FOOT

3/1/2015
SLIP RIDGE CEDAR GROVE
0.92
4
SPRAINS, STRAINS
MTNR POCAHONTAS NO 1
MINE FOREMAN, MANAGER, OWNER
EAGLE MINE
3/6/2015
2/24/2015
McElroy Mine
3/1/2015
9
FRACTURE, CHIP
CONTUSION
McElroy Mine
4.25
METTIKI E MINE
SECTION FOREMAN, SHIFT BOSS
FRACTURE, CHIP
LABORER
2/23/2015
1
2/18/2015
1
U00200104
CONTUSION
CONTUSION
3/3/2015
ABRASIONS
MULTIPLE INJURIES
U0301603-B
SPRAINS, STRAINS
BLACKSVILLE NO. 2
C00006268
U007683B-A
WHILE RIB BOLTING, A RIB ROLLED OUT AND STRUCK HIM.

U00503197
SPRAINS, STRAINS
U00400299B
MINE FOREMAN, MANAGER, OWNER
U0301205-B
EMPLOYEE slipped on ice in parking lot while coming into work.
AMPUTATION
3/8/2015
BRODY MINE NO. 1
4.5
U00000391F
BLACKSVILLE NO. 2
CONTUSION
2/22/2015
2/18/2015
EMPLOYEE was operating motor on track when he bumped his head.

McElroy Mine
3/24/2015
EMPLOYEE fell off of truck due to ice, while hooking up the load.

CONTUSION
3/2/2015
39.25
MINER, NEC
McElroy Mine
2/24/2015
EMPLOYEE's right leg was pinned between scarp and supply car.

3/8/2015
3
MOTORMAN, SWAMPER, SWITCHMAN
FRACTURE, CHIP
2/17/2015
U00500699
1
WHILE SCALING THE MINE ROOF EMPLOYEE was hit by a piece of rock.

SECTION FOREMAN, SHIFT BOSS
0.42
1
8
U007683B-A
WHILE WALKING R/F A BOLT MACHINE, STOPPED AND TIRE CAME IN CONTACT WITH LEFT FOOT.

SPRAINS, STRAINS
21
D00005744
WHILE WALKING BESIDE BOLT MACHINE, STOPPED AND TIRE CAME IN CONTACT WITH LEFT FOOT.

EMPLOYEE LOST BRAKES ON SCOOP AND STRUCK A CONCRETE PAD. THE ACCIDENT WAS DEEMED
WHILE MOVING WATER LINE OUT OF THE ROAD EMPLOYEE FELT SOMETHING PULL IN HIS CHEST AND CHEST
AND ARM.

EMPLOYEE SAT DOWN ON CAN WHICH HAD DEGREASER ON IT AND THE FLUID SOAKED THROUGH HIS PANTS
WENT TO HOSPITAL FOR XRAYS.

TERMINATED ON 6/18/15 DUE TO POOR MARKET CONDITIONS.

CONTACT WITH RGT HAND ON THE GROUND.
WHILE FILLING PORTABLE FUEL CELL, HE STEPPED ON A SKY TRACK FORK, LOST FOOTING AND FELL MAKING
CONTACT WITH LEFT HAND ON THE GROUND.

INDEX FINGER
OPERATORS COMPARTMENT.
MANTRIP WAS STOPPED WHEN IT WAS STRUCK BY A MOVING MANTRIP. EMPLOYEE STRUCK THE SIDE OF
THE OPERATOR'S COMPARTMENT.

EMPLOYEE was hit by an ice piece while walking through the road.

EMPLOYEE EYE BY WET PLASTER.

EMPLOYEE was injured when his right hand contacted a piece of wood.

EMPLOYEE was hit by a piece of coal.

EMPLOYEE was hit by a piece of coal.

EMPLOYEE was hit by a piece of coal.

EMPLOYEE was hit by a piece of coal.

FOOT TRIPPER, DOOR TRIPPER, OR SIMILAR EQUIPMENT.
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FOOT TRIPPER, DOOR TRIPPER, OR SIMILAR EQUIPMENT.
EMPLOYEE LIFTED A SHOVEL OF MATERIAL AND FELL A SHARP PAIN IN HIS GROIN. HE WAS DIAGNOSED WITH POSSIBLE SOFT TISSUE DAMAGE.

EMPLOYEE LIFTED A SHOVEL OF MATERIAL AND FELL A SHARP PAIN IN HIS GROIN. HE WAS DIAGNOSED WITH POSSIBLE SOFT TISSUE DAMAGE.

EMPLOYEE SLIPPED IN MUD WHILE STEPPING OFF OF MOTOR. HE FELL AND HIT HIS ARM. EMPLOYEE DID NOT RETURN TO WORK.

EMPLOYEE STRAINED HIS BACK WHILE ATTEMPTING TO MOVE A ROCK OUT OF THE ROADWAY.

EMPLOYEE WAS STRUCK BY A PIECE OF FALLING METAL.

EMPLOYEE WAS LIFTING PAN PUSHERS, HE FELT PAIN IN LOWER BACK.

EMPLOYEE WAS DISCOVERED LAYING AROUND RIGHT RIB WHEN SCOOP PASSED BY HIM. NO ONE SAW HIM IN THE AREA PRIOR, HE SAYS DOES NOT KNOW WHAT HAPPENED.

EMPLOYEE HEARD SHOULDER "POP" WHILE CHANGING A BELT TAKEUP ROLLER.

EMPLOYEE WAS STRUCK BY A SCOOP CANOPY.

EMPLOYEE LIFTED A SHOVEL OF MATERIAL AND FELL A SHARP PAIN IN HIS GROIN. HE WAS DIAGNOSED WITH POSSIBLE SOFT TISSUE DAMAGE.

EMPLOYEE CUT LEFT THIGH WITH RAZOR KNIFE.

EMPLOYEE WAS CHECKED ON CHAIR TO HAND CAB AND CRIB ROLLS OUT FROM UNDER HIM CAUSING HIM TO FALL.

EMPLOYEE WAS LIFTED BACK WHILE LIFTING TOP BEAM OF STEEL SET WHEN EMPLOYEE CAUGHT THUMB BETWEEN TOE BEAM AND THE LEG OF THE MACHINE.

EMPLOYEE WAS STRUCK BY A PIECE OF BELT STRUCTURE ON HIS HAND. HAD SURGERY ON 1/1. HAD PARTIAL AMPUTATION ON 7/13 AND IS OFF WORK UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.

INDIVIDUAL WAS STRUCK BY A JACK WHILE ALIGNING A TRACK SWITCH. MR. SPOONER WAS TERMINATED ON 3/1.

EMPLOYEE WAS STANDING ON CRIB TO HAND CABLE AND CRIB ROLLS OUT FROM UNDER HIM CAUSING HIM TO FALL.

EMPLOYEE WAS CHECKED ON CHAIR TO HAND CAB AND CRIB ROLLS OUT FROM UNDER HIM CAUSING HIM TO FALL.

EMPLOYEE WAS STRUCK BY A PIECE OF BELT STRUCTURE ON HIS HAND. HAD SURGERY ON 1/1. HAD PARTIAL AMPUTATION ON 7/13 AND IS OFF WORK UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.

EMPLOYEE WAS STRUCK BY A PIECE OF BELT STRUCTURE ON HIS HAND. HAD SURGERY ON 1/1. HAD PARTIAL AMPUTATION ON 7/13 AND IS OFF WORK UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.

EMPLOYEE SLIPPED IN MUD WHILE STEPPING OFF OF MOTOR. HE FELL AND HIT HIS ARM. EMPLOYEE DID NOT RETURN TO WORK.

EMPLOYEE STRAINED HIS BACK WHILE ATTEMPTING TO MOVE A ROCK OUT OF THE ROADWAY.

EMPLOYEE WAS DISCOVERED LAYING AROUND RIGHT RIB WHEN SCOOP PASSED BY HIM. NO ONE SAW HIM IN THE AREA PRIOR, HE SAYS DOES NOT KNOW WHAT HAPPENED.

EMPLOYEE HEARD SHOULDER "POP" WHILE CHANGING A BELT TAKEUP ROLLER.

EMPLOYEE WAS LIFTED BACK WHILE LIFTING TOP BEAM OF STEEL SET WHEN EMPLOYEE CAUGHT THUMB BETWEEN TOE BEAM AND THE LEG OF THE MACHINE.

EMPLOYEE WAS STRUCK BY A PIECE OF BELT STRUCTURE ON HIS HAND. HAD SURGERY ON 1/1. HAD PARTIAL AMPUTATION ON 7/13 AND IS OFF WORK UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.

EMPLOYEE WAS STRUCK BY A PIECE OF BELT STRUCTURE ON HIS HAND. HAD SURGERY ON 1/1. HAD PARTIAL AMPUTATION ON 7/13 AND IS OFF WORK UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.

EMPLOYEE SLIPPED IN MUD WHILE STEPPING OFF OF MOTOR. HE FELL AND HIT HIS ARM. EMPLOYEE DID NOT RETURN TO WORK.

EMPLOYEE STRAINED HIS BACK WHILE ATTEMPTING TO MOVE A ROCK OUT OF THE ROADWAY.

EMPLOYEE WAS DISCOVERED LAYING AROUND RIGHT RIB WHEN SCOOP PASSED BY HIM. NO ONE SAW HIM IN THE AREA PRIOR, HE SAYS DOES NOT KNOW WHAT HAPPENED.
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EMPLOYEE WAS PUTTING DERAILED RIDE BACK ON TRACK WHEN THE RIDE SHIFTED AND CAUSED JACKBAR TO HIT EMPLOYEE.

EMPLOYEE WAS REMOVING OLD ROLLERS FROM BELTLINE AND FALLING AS HE TRIED TO STAND ON HIS KNEES.

EMPLOYEE STRAINED BACK WHILE UNLOADING A SET OF OVERCAST STEPS.

EMPLOYEE WAS REMOVING OLD ROLLERS FROM BELTLINE AND FELT PAIN IN RIGHT SHOULDER.

EMPLOYEE WAS STRUCK BY A PIECE OF SLATE WHILE OPERATING A ROOF BOLTER.

EMPLOYEE WAS STRUCK BY A FALLING RIB, WHICH CAUSED HIM TO FALL AGAINST THE RUB RAIL ON A SHUTTLE CAR, WHICH RESULTED IN FINGER TRAUMA.

EMPLOYEE WAS LOADING NEW DRIVE BELTS ON THE FENDER, WHICH CAUSED HIS FINGER TO BE SEVERED.

EMPLOYEE WAS LOADING TOP ROLLERS OFF BELT RAILS ONTO A FLAT CAR WHEN ROLLER HIT HIM ON THE HIP. REFUSED FIRST AID AND AMBULANCE BUT WENT TO THE ER WITH FAMILY.

EMPLOYEE WAS STRICKED BY A PIECE OF ROCK ON 5/20, TOOK TO THE HOSPITAL AND RETURNED WITH FAMILY.

EMPLOYEE SLIPPED ON A 60 INCH BOTTOM ROLLER FOR A SCOOP INSERT, WHICH CAUSED HIM TO TWIST HIS HAND. REFUSED FIRST AID AND AMBULANCE BUT WENT TO THE ER WITH FAMILY.

EMPLOYEE TRIPPED OVER A SHUTTLE CAR CABLE AND SMASHED HIS FINGERS BETWEEN THE FENDER AND FRAME OF THE SHUTTLE CAR WHICH RESULTED IN FINGER TRAUMA.

EMPLOYEE WAS STRICKED BY A PIECE OF ROCK ON 5/20, TOOK TO THE HOSPITAL AND RETURNED WITH FAMILY.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Employee Name</th>
<th>Injury Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6/6/2015</td>
<td>Cut, Laceration, Puncture</td>
<td>JOE SHARPE</td>
<td>Employee was struck by a piece of drill steel that fell from the mine roof while he was working.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/10/2015</td>
<td>Cut, Laceration, Puncture</td>
<td>ALBERT WOODS</td>
<td>Employee cut his finger while tossing a crib block under a shield toe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/11/2015</td>
<td>Cut, Laceration, Puncture</td>
<td>RICHARD SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was hit by a rock after it fell, bounced off of a continuous miner and then struck the employee's back.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/12/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>PAUL JOHNSON</td>
<td>Employee was a passenger in a mantrip when it hit a bump and jarred him causing pain in his calf.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/13/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>JERRY PRICE</td>
<td>Employee was operating a continuous miner when a piece of carbon broke off the tip of one of the miner's blades, flew back, and struck him in the forearm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/14/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>EDWARD SMITH</td>
<td>Employee fell on his back while attempting to replace a lift on the emergency sled.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/15/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>JOHN DOUGLAS</td>
<td>Employee was loading a scoop with rock dust and got dust in his eye.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/16/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>WILLIAM SMITH</td>
<td>Employee heard a pop in his groin area while hanging miner cable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/17/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>JAMES WHITE</td>
<td>Employee was bending over to pick up a belt roller, hit a pop in his shoulder, and then tripped over the tongue of a flat car and struck his right knee on the mine floor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/18/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>ROBERT SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was a mechanic, repairing a scoop when he got a pick hammer into two leads in the plug.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/19/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>GEORGE SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was on the prelude to a scoop when he tripped over a conveyor belt and was struck by a piece of drill steel that fell from the mine roof.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/20/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>ELIZABETH SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was hooking a rope hanger to a rock near the feeder, so it could be moved when it shifted and landed on his foot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/21/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>JOSEPH SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was working a roof hanger to a roof near the feeder, so it could be moved when it shifted and landed on his foot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/22/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>EMILY SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was repairing a scoop car plug when he got a pick hammer into two leads in the plug.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/23/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>ALICE SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was raising a roof bolt through a roof strap, the miner moved forward pinching his fingers between the bolt and the roof jack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/24/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>ELIZABETH SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was repairing a scoop car plug when he got a pick hammer into two leads in the plug.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/25/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>JOHN SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was working at a mine where he was raising a roof bolt through a roof strap, the miner moved forward pinching his fingers between the bolt and the roof jack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/26/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>MARY SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was hooking a rope hanger to a rock near the feeder, so it could be moved when it shifted and landed on his foot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/27/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>ROBERT SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was repairing a scoop car plug when he got a pick hammer into two leads in the plug.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/28/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>GEORGE SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was raising a roof bolt through a roof strap, the miner moved forward pinching his fingers between the bolt and the roof jack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/29/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>ELIZABETH SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was repairing a scoop car plug when he got a pick hammer into two leads in the plug.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/30/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>JOHN SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was working at a mine where he was raising a roof bolt through a roof strap, the miner moved forward pinching his fingers between the bolt and the roof jack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/31/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>MARY SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was hooking a rope hanger to a rock near the feeder, so it could be moved when it shifted and landed on his foot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/1/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>ROBERT SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was repairing a scoop car plug when he got a pick hammer into two leads in the plug.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/2/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>GEORGE SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was working at a mine where he was raising a roof bolt through a roof strap, the miner moved forward pinching his fingers between the bolt and the roof jack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/3/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>ELIZABETH SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was repairing a scoop car plug when he got a pick hammer into two leads in the plug.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/4/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>JOHN SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was raising a roof bolt through a roof strap, the miner moved forward pinching his fingers between the bolt and the roof jack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/5/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>MARY SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was hooking a rope hanger to a rock near the feeder, so it could be moved when it shifted and landed on his foot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/6/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>ROBERT SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was repairing a scoop car plug when he got a pick hammer into two leads in the plug.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/7/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>GEORGE SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was working at a mine where he was raising a roof bolt through a roof strap, the miner moved forward pinching his fingers between the bolt and the roof jack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/8/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>ELIZABETH SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was repairing a scoop car plug when he got a pick hammer into two leads in the plug.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/9/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>JOHN SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was raising a roof bolt through a roof strap, the miner moved forward pinching his fingers between the bolt and the roof jack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/10/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>MARY SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was hooking a rope hanger to a rock near the feeder, so it could be moved when it shifted and landed on his foot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/11/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>ROBERT SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was repairing a scoop car plug when he got a pick hammer into two leads in the plug.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/12/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>GEORGE SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was working at a mine where he was raising a roof bolt through a roof strap, the miner moved forward pinching his fingers between the bolt and the roof jack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/13/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>ELIZABETH SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was repairing a scoop car plug when he got a pick hammer into two leads in the plug.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/14/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>JOHN SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was raising a roof bolt through a roof strap, the miner moved forward pinching his fingers between the bolt and the roof jack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/15/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>MARY SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was hooking a rope hanger to a rock near the feeder, so it could be moved when it shifted and landed on his foot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/16/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>ROBERT SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was repairing a scoop car plug when he got a pick hammer into two leads in the plug.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/17/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>GEORGE SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was working at a mine where he was raising a roof bolt through a roof strap, the miner moved forward pinching his fingers between the bolt and the roof jack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/18/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>ELIZABETH SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was repairing a scoop car plug when he got a pick hammer into two leads in the plug.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/19/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>JOHN SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was raising a roof bolt through a roof strap, the miner moved forward pinching his fingers between the bolt and the roof jack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/20/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>MARY SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was hooking a rope hanger to a rock near the feeder, so it could be moved when it shifted and landed on his foot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/21/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>ROBERT SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was repairing a scoop car plug when he got a pick hammer into two leads in the plug.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/22/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>GEORGE SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was working at a mine where he was raising a roof bolt through a roof strap, the miner moved forward pinching his fingers between the bolt and the roof jack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/23/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>ELIZABETH SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was repairing a scoop car plug when he got a pick hammer into two leads in the plug.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/24/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>JOHN SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was raising a roof bolt through a roof strap, the miner moved forward pinching his fingers between the bolt and the roof jack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/25/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>MARY SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was hooking a rope hanger to a rock near the feeder, so it could be moved when it shifted and landed on his foot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/26/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>ROBERT SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was repairing a scoop car plug when he got a pick hammer into two leads in the plug.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/27/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>GEORGE SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was working at a mine where he was raising a roof bolt through a roof strap, the miner moved forward pinching his fingers between the bolt and the roof jack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/28/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>ELIZABETH SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was repairing a scoop car plug when he got a pick hammer into two leads in the plug.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/29/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>JOHN SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was raising a roof bolt through a roof strap, the miner moved forward pinching his fingers between the bolt and the roof jack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/30/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>MARY SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was hooking a rope hanger to a rock near the feeder, so it could be moved when it shifted and landed on his foot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/31/2015</td>
<td>Sprain, Strain</td>
<td>ROBERT SMITH</td>
<td>Employee was repairing a scoop car plug when he got a pick hammer into two leads in the plug.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** The above injuries are reported for the period ending on 6/30/2015.
GATEWAY EAGLE COAL COMPANY LLC
GATEWAY EAGLE MINE
6/16/2015 SPRAINS, STRAINS
EMPLOYEE WAS ATTEMPTING TO LOAD BOLTS ONTO THE ROOF BOLTER, HE FELT A PAIN IN HIS LEFT SHOULDER. HE WAS TAKEN OFF WORK ON 5/21/15.

KINGSTON MINING, INC.
QUEEN ALUM MINE
6/23/2015 CUT, LACERATION, PUNCTURE
EMPLOYEE WAS WORKING ON A CM WHEN A PIECE OF METAL BECAME LOOSE BETWEEN HIS MIDDLE AND RING FINGERS. OPERATOR WAS NOT NOTIFIED UNTIL 6/24/15.

PINNACLE MINING CO., LLC
PINNACLE MINE
6/17/2015 SPRAINS, STRAINS
EMPLOYEE WAS OPERATING A CM WHEN HE FELT A SHARP PAIN IN HIS UPPER ARM. A PIECE OF CARBIDE FROM A MANNER BIT HAD PUNCTURED HIS LEFT BICEP.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN MINING, INC.
COPPER MINE
6/25/2015 CUT, LACERATION, PUNCTURE
EMPLOYEE WAS DRIVING A ROPE INTO MINE WALL AND WHEN HE WAS STRUCK BY A FALLING ROCK.

CONSOLIDATION COAL CO.
LOVERIDGE
6/25/2015 SPRAINS, STRAINS
EMPLOYEE CUT HIS THUMB ON AN EXPOSED BLADE WHILE CLEANING THE BLADE ON HIS RAZOR KNIFE.

CONSOLIDATION COAL CO.
LOVERIDGE
6/26/2015 SPRAINS, STRAINS
EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCED A FALL FROM A ROOF BOLTER AND A FOSSAL PAIN IN LOWER BACK. INCIDENT BECAME REPORTABLE 6/23 WHEN NEryo MEDICAL TREATMENT.

BROOKS REN RINING COMPANY, LLC
WYOMING NO. 2
6/29/2015 SPRAINS, STRAINS
EMPLOYEE TURNED MOUND AND FELL PAST BY HIS KNEE AND DID NOT GO TO DUEL VINTAGE STRAINS REFERRED TO SPECIALIST AND WAS DIAGNOSED WITH TORN MENISCUS ON 7/22.

MAMMOTH COAL COMPANY INC.
HORSE CREEK EAGLE
6/30/2015 CUT, FRACTURE, CHIP
WHILE EMPLOYEE WAS LOADING A SHUTTLE CAR WITH THE MINER, A PIECE OF ROCK FELLOUT BETWEEN A ROOF BOLT AND STRUCK EMPLOYEE ON THE BACK OF HIS NECK.

JAP, INC.
MINING NO. 40
6/30/2015 SPRAINS, STRAINS
EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCED BACK PAIN AFTER SHOVELING THE INCIDENT BECAME REPORTABLE 6/23 WHEN HE BEGAN MISSING WORK.

CONSOLIDATION COAL CO.
ROBINSON RUN NO. 95
6/30/2015 CUT, LACERATION, PUNCTURE
EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCED BACK PAIN AFTER SHOVELING THE INCIDENT BECAME REPORTABLE 6/23 WHEN HE BEGAN MISSING WORK.

MAMMOTH COAL COMPANY INC.
GILD FISH
6/30/2015 CUT, LACERATION, PUNCTURE
SECURITY GUARD WAS BITEN BY A SNAKE.

MECKLY COAL CO.
MID-LICY MINE
6/30/2015 CUT, LACERATION, PUNCTURE
EMPLOYEE WAS TRANSPORTING ANOTHER EMPLOYEE ON A STRETCHER. WHEN HE BENT DOWN TO PICK UP THE STRETCHER HE HURT A POP IN HIS KNEES AND SUFFERED A LIGATION.

METEOR COAL, LLC (WV)
METEOR E MINE
6/20/2015 SPRAINS, STRAINS
WHILE ATTEMPTING TO REPOSITION A SECTION OF SHEIKER RACE BAR, THE EMPLOYEE'S FINGER GOT PINCHED BETWEEN RACE BAR AND AFC PAN.

MANANNOTH COAL COMPANY
ALLOY POWELLSTON
6/30/2015 IRRITATION OF LUNGS

METEOR COAL COMPANY, INC.
MARSH FORK
6/21/2015 CUT, LACERATION, PUNCTURE
EMPLOYEE CAUGHT HIS HAND BETWEEN A WATER LINE AND COUPLING WHICH CAUSED HIS FINGER TO BE CUT.

METEOR COAL, LLC (WV)
METEOR E MINE
6/21/2015 LABORER
EMPLOYEE EXPERED BACK PAIN AFTER SHOVELING THE INCIDENT BECAME REPORTABLE 6/23 WHEN HE BEGAN MISSING WORK.

PINNACLE MINING CO., LLC
PINNACLE MINE
6/22/2015 SPRAINS, STRAINS
EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCED BACK PAIN AFTER SHOVELING THE INCIDENT BECAME REPORTABLE 6/23 WHEN HE BEGAN MISSING WORK.

ROCKSPRING DEVELOPMENT, INC.
CAMP Ck. MINE NO. 1
6/23/2015 SPRAINS, STRAINS
EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCED BACK PAIN AFTER SHOVELING THE INCIDENT BECAME REPORTABLE 6/23 WHEN HE BEGAN MISSING WORK.

CONSOLIDATION COAL CO.
ROBINSON RUN NO. 95
6/25/2015 SPRAINS, STRAINS
EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCED BACK PAIN AFTER SHOVELING THE INCIDENT BECAME REPORTABLE 6/23 WHEN HE BEGAN MISSING WORK.

EASTERN ASSOCIATED COAL CORP.
FEDERAL NO 2
6/27/2015 CUT, LACERATION, PUNCTURE
EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCED BACK PAIN AFTER SHOVELING THE INCIDENT BECAME REPORTABLE 6/23 WHEN HE BEGAN MISSING WORK.

EAGLE 3 MINE
6/28/2015 CUT, LACERATION, PUNCTURE
WHILE EMPLOYEE WAS LOADING A SHUTTLE CAR WITH THE MINER, A PIECE OF ROCK FELLOUT BETWEEN A ROOF BOLT AND STRUCK EMPLOYEE ON THE BACK OF HIS NECK.

CONSOLIDATION COAL CO.
LOVERIDGE
6/29/2015 SPRAINS, STRAINS
EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCED BACK PAIN AFTER SHOVELING THE INCIDENT BECAME REPORTABLE 6/23 WHEN HE BEGAN MISSING WORK.

EASTERN ASSOCIATED COAL CORP.
FEDERAL NO 2
6/30/2015 CUT, LACERATION, PUNCTURE
EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCED BACK PAIN AFTER SHOVELING THE INCIDENT BECAME REPORTABLE 6/23 WHEN HE BEGAN MISSING WORK.

EMERALD PROCESSING, LLC
PEERLESS RACHEL MINE
6/30/2015 SPRAINS, STRAINS
EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCED BACK PAIN AFTER SHOVELING THE INCIDENT BECAME REPORTABLE 6/23 WHEN HE BEGAN MISSING WORK.

GATEWAY EAGLE COAL COMPANY LLC
CAMPELLS CR. NO. 10
6/30/2015 SPRAINS, STRAINS
EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCED BACK PAIN AFTER SHOVELING THE INCIDENT BECAME REPORTABLE 6/23 WHEN HE BEGAN MISSING WORK.

CONSOLIDATION COAL CO.
ROBINSON RUN NO. 95
6/30/2015 SPRAINS, STRAINS
EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCED BACK PAIN AFTER SHOVELING THE INCIDENT BECAME REPORTABLE 6/23 WHEN HE BEGAN MISSING WORK.

EAGLE 3 MINE
6/30/2015 SPRAINS, STRAINS
EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCED BACK PAIN AFTER SHOVELING THE INCIDENT BECAME REPORTABLE 6/23 WHEN HE BEGAN MISSING WORK.

CONSOLIDATION COAL CO.
BLACKSVILLE NO. 2
6/30/2015 SPRAINS, STRAINS
EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCED BACK PAIN AFTER SHOVELING THE INCIDENT BECAME REPORTABLE 6/23 WHEN HE BEGAN MISSING WORK.

COYOTE COAL COMPANY, LLC
B 2 NO. 2
6/30/2015 SPRAINS, STRAINS
EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCED BACK PAIN AFTER SHOVELING THE INCIDENT BECAME REPORTABLE 6/23 WHEN HE BEGAN MISSING WORK.

EASTERN ASSOCIATED COAL CORP.
FEDERAL NO 2
6/30/2015 SPRAINS, STRAINS
EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCED BACK PAIN AFTER SHOVELING THE INCIDENT BECAME REPORTABLE 6/23 WHEN HE BEGAN MISSING WORK.

METEOR COAL CO., LLC
MILEY LICY MINE
d6/30/2015 SPRAINS, STRAINS
EMPLOYEE WAS WORKING IN AN AREA THAT HAD CEMENT FLOATING IN WATER AND THE WATER ENTERED HIS BOOTS AND THE CHEMICAL REACTION CAUSED CEMENT BURNS.

CONSOLIDATION COAL CO.
LOVERIDGE
6/30/2015 SPRAINS, STRAINS
EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCED BACK PAIN AFTER SHOVELING THE INCIDENT BECAME REPORTABLE 6/23 WHEN HE BEGAN MISSING WORK.

OSBORN D. HAYES MINE
6/30/2015 SPRAINS, STRAINS
EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCED BACK PAIN AFTER SHOVELING THE INCIDENT BECAME REPORTABLE 6/23 WHEN HE BEGAN MISSING WORK.

CONSOLIDATION COAL CO.
SHOEMAKER
6/30/2015 SPRAINS, STRAINS
EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCED BACK PAIN AFTER SHOVELING THE INCIDENT BECAME REPORTABLE 6/23 WHEN HE BEGAN MISSING WORK.

WILDCAT ENERGY, LLC
EAGLE 3 MINE
6/30/2015 SPRAINS, STRAINS
EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCED BACK PAIN AFTER SHOVELING THE INCIDENT BECAME REPORTABLE 6/23 WHEN HE BEGAN MISSING WORK.

CONSOLIDATION COAL CO.
FEDERAL NO 2
7/2/2015 SPRAINS, STRAINS
EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCED BACK PAIN AFTER SHOVELING THE INCIDENT BECAME REPORTABLE 6/23 WHEN HE BEGAN MISSING WORK.

MAMMOTH COAL COMPANY INC.
ALLOY POWELLSTON
6/30/2015 SPRAINS, STRAINS
EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCED BACK PAIN AFTER SHOVELING THE INCIDENT BECAME REPORTABLE 6/23 WHEN HE BEGAN MISSING WORK.

GREENBRIER MINERALS, LLC
PACOAHITOS MINE
6/30/2015 SPRAINS, STRAINS
EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCED BACK PAIN AFTER SHOVELING THE INCIDENT BECAME REPORTABLE 6/23 WHEN HE BEGAN MISSING WORK.

GREENBRIER MINERALS, LLC
POWELLTON NO. 1
6/30/2015 SPRAINS, STRAINS
EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCED BACK PAIN AFTER SHOVELING THE INCIDENT BECAME REPORTABLE 6/23 WHEN HE BEGAN MISSING WORK.
CONsolidation Coal Co., BlacksviLe NO. 2

8.05
U00300693B
LabOrer
3/9/15

BLACKSVILLE NO. 2

8.05
U00300693B
LabOrer
3/9/15

nEARCH, nEC.

8.05
U00300693B
LabOrer
3/9/15

nEARCH, nEC.

8.05
U00300693B
LabOrer
3/9/15

CONsolidation Coal Co., BlacksviLe NO. 2

8.05
U00300693B
LabOrer
3/9/15

nEARCH, nEC.

8.05
U00300693B
LabOrer
3/9/15

nEARCH, nEC.

8.05
U00300693B
LabOrer
3/9/15

CONsolidation Coal Co., BlacksviLe NO. 2

8.05
U00300693B
LabOrer
3/9/15

nEARCH, nEC.
EMPLOYEE WAS TRAMMING THE CONTINUOUS MINER WHEN A PIECE OF DRAW ROCK FELL STRIKING HIM WITH A BROKEN FOOT.

EMPLOYEE ATTEMPTED TO HANG CM CABLE AND WATERLINE, THE EMPLOYEE FELT PAIN IN HIS LEFT SHOULDER.

EMPLOYEE STRICKED BY A PIECE OF RIB ROLLED OFF, HIS LEG WAS PINNED BETWEEN THE MINER AND THE ROCK.

EMPLOYEE WANTED TO USE A ROLLING BAR AND HAD PAIN IN HIS BACK. THE EMPLOYEE WAS INJURED WHEN THE ROLLING BAR FLIPPED AND JAMMED HIS BACK SIDE.

EMPLOYEE HAD A PIECE OF RIB ROLLED ONTO HIS FOOT BY ANOTHER TRACKMAN, HE WAS DIAGNOSED WITH A BROKEN FOOT.

EMPLOYEE WAS STRUCK IN THE FACE BY HIS HAND WHEN THE PRY BAR HE WAS WORKING WITH SLIPPED. NO FURTHER INJURY NOTED.

EMPLOYEE STATED THAT WHILE ATTEMPTING TO UNCouple SUPPLY CARS, HE FELT SOMETHING POP IN HIS ELBOW.

EMPLOYEE WANTED TO USE A ROLLING BAR AND HAD PAIN IN HIS BACK. THE EMPLOYEE WAS INJURED WHEN THE ROLLING BAR FLIPPED AND JAMMED HIS BACK SIDE.

EMPLOYEE STATED THAT WHILE ATTEMPTING TO UNCOUPLE SUPPLY CARS, HE FELT SOMETHING POP IN HIS ELBOW.

EMPLOYEE STATED THAT WHILE ATTEMPTING TO UNCOUPLE SUPPLY CARS, HE FELT SOMETHING POP IN HIS ELBOW.

EMPLOYEE ATTEMPTED TO CROSS A HOLE IN THE ROAD WHEN HIS FOOT SLIPPED IN THE MUDDY BOTTOM OF THE HOLE, HE FELT SOMETHING POP IN HIS ELBOW.

EMPLOYEE ATTEMPTED TO CROSS A HOLE IN THE ROAD WHEN HIS FOOT SLIPPED IN THE MUDDY BOTTOM OF THE HOLE, HE FELT SOMETHING POP IN HIS ELBOW.

EMPLOYEE ATTEMPTED TO CROSS A HOLE IN THE ROAD WHEN HIS FOOT SLIPPED IN THE MUDDY BOTTOM OF THE HOLE, HE FELT SOMETHING POP IN HIS ELBOW.

EMPLOYEE ATTEMPTED TO CROSS A HOLE IN THE ROAD WHEN HIS FOOT SLIPPED IN THE MUDDY BOTTOM OF THE HOLE, HE FELT SOMETHING POP IN HIS ELBOW.

EMPLOYEE ATTEMPTED TO CROSS A HOLE IN THE ROAD WHEN HIS FOOT SLIPPED IN THE MUDDY BOTTOM OF THE HOLE, HE FELT SOMETHING POP IN HIS ELBOW.

EMPLOYEE ATTEMPTED TO CROSS A HOLE IN THE ROAD WHEN HIS FOOT SLIPPED IN THE MUDDY BOTTOM OF THE HOLE, HE FELT SOMETHING POP IN HIS ELBOW.

EMPLOYEE ATTEMPTED TO CROSS A HOLE IN THE ROAD WHEN HIS FOOT SLIPPED IN THE MUDDY BOTTOM OF THE HOLE, HE FELT SOMETHING POP IN HIS ELBOW.

EMPLOYEE ATTEMPTED TO CROSS A HOLE IN THE ROAD WHEN HIS FOOT SLIPPED IN THE MUDDY BOTTOM OF THE HOLE, HE FELT SOMETHING POP IN HIS ELBOW.

EMPLOYEE ATTEMPTED TO CROSS A HOLE IN THE ROAD WHEN HIS FOOT SLIPPED IN THE MUDDY BOTTOM OF THE HOLE, HE FELT SOMETHING POP IN HIS ELBOW.
MCAL hAD FELT PAIN IN HIS BACK WHILE HANGING SHUTTLE CAR CABLE.

9/8/2015

1

CONTUSION

SECTION FOREMAN, SHIFT BOSS

INJURED WAS STRUCK BY A ROCK FALLING FROM A RIB.

9/8/2015

1

RCUT, LACERATION, PUNCTURE

GLEN ALUM MINE

9/1/2015

U00000391F

EMPLOYEE WAS STRUCK BY A ROCK FALLING FROM A RIB.

GLEN ALUM MINE

9/1/2015

U00000391F

EMPLOYEE WAS CUT FROM A CONCRETE PUMP AND WEIGHED APPROXIMATELY 25LBS.

ICG BECKLEY, LLC

10/9/2015

U00000391F

EMPLOYEE WAS STRUCK BY A ROCK FALLING FROM A RIB.

GATEWAY EAGLE COAL COMPANY LLC

CAMPBELLS No. 3D

10/14/2012-A

CUT, LACERATION, PUNCTURE

INJURED SMASHED HIS HAND WHILE MOVING POWER ON THE LONGWALL SECTION. MONORAIBECAME CATCH HIMSELF.

GATEWAY EAGLE COAL COMPANY LLC

CAMPBELLS No. 3D

10/14/2012-A

CUT, LACERATION, PUNCTURE

INJURED BROKE, CUTTING THE EMPLOYEE ON THE LEG.

SPEED MINING, LLC

AMERICAN EAGLE MINE

U00000391F

15/8/2015

5

CRUSHING

EMPLOYEE SMASHED HIS HAND WHILE MOVING POWER ON THE LONGWALL SECTION. MONORAICAME HUNG AND EMPLOYEE WAS FEELING A JOINT AND IT BROKE FREE SMASHING HAND.

MECODY COAL CO.

BRUSHY EAGLE

U00000391F

8/28/2015

15

CONTUSION

EMPLOYEE WAS STRUGGLING TO BEND 6 INCHES AS HE TURNED THE MANTRIP CABLE.

MECO COAL CO.

McELROY COAL CO.

8/28/2015

10.75

CONTUSION

EMPLOYEE WAS INJURED WHEN THE MANTRIP HE WAS RIDING IN, STRUCK ANOTHER RIDE PARKED IN THE 9/22/2015.

MECO COAL CO.

McELROY COAL CO.

8/24/2015

8.5

CONTUSION

EMPLOYEE HAD TWO OF HIS FINGERS AMPUTATED WHEN HE PUT HIS HAND IN A CONCRETE PUMP AND WEIGHED APPROXIMATELY 25LBS.

MECO COAL CO.

McELROY COAL CO.

8/24/2015

8.5

CONTUSION

EMPLOYEE HAD STRAINED HIS BACK WHILE LIFTING A JACK OUT OF A BOX TO PUT ON A MANTRIP. THE JACK BROKE AND AMORTIZATION 9/21/2015.

MECO COAL CO.

McELROY COAL CO.

8/24/2015

2.5

CONTUSION

EMPLOYEE SMASHED HIS HAND WHILE MOVING POWER ON THE LONGWALL SECTION. MONORAIBECAME CATCH HIMSELF.

MECO COAL CO.

McELROY COAL CO.

8/24/2015

2.5

CONTUSION

EMPLOYEE SMASHED HIS HAND WHILE MOVING POWER ON THE LONGWALL SECTION. MONORAIBECAME CATCH HIMSELF.

MECO COAL CO.

McELROY COAL CO.

8/24/2015

2.5

CONTUSION

EMPLOYEE SMASHED HIS HAND WHILE MOVING POWER ON THE LONGWALL SECTION. MONORAIBECAME CATCH HIMSELF.

MECO COAL CO.

McELROY COAL CO.

8/24/2015

2.5

CONTUSION

EMPLOYEE SMASHED HIS HAND WHILE MOVING POWER ON THE LONGWALL SECTION. MONORAIBECAME CATCH HIMSELF.

MECO COAL CO.

McELROY COAL CO.

8/24/2015

2.5

CONTUSION

EMPLOYEE SMASHED HIS HAND WHILE MOVING POWER ON THE LONGWALL SECTION. MONORAIBECAME CATCH HIMSELF.

MECO COAL CO.

McELROY COAL CO.

8/24/2015

2.5

CONTUSION

EMPLOYEE SMASHED HIS HAND WHILE MOVING POWER ON THE LONGWALL SECTION. MONORAIBECAME CATCH HIMSELF.

MECO COAL CO.

McELROY COAL CO.

8/24/2015

2.5

CONTUSION

EMPLOYEE SMASHED HIS HAND WHILE MOVING POWER ON THE LONGWALL SECTION. MONORAIBECAME CATCH HIMSELF.

MECO COAL CO.

McELROY COAL CO.

8/24/2015

2.5

CONTUSION

EMPLOYEE SMASHED HIS HAND WHILE MOVING POWER ON THE LONGWALL SECTION. MONORAIBECAME CATCH HIMSELF.

MECO COAL CO.

McELROY COAL CO.

8/24/2015

2.5

CONTUSION

EMPLOYEE SMASHED HIS HAND WHILE MOVING POWER ON THE LONGWALL SECTION. MONORAIBECAME CATCH HIMSELF.
EMERALD PROCESSING, LLC PEERLESS RACHEL MINE U005030148 ROCK BOLTER OPERATOR 7 9/10/2015 FRACTURE, CHIP 

EMERALD PROCESSING, LLC PEERLESS RACHEL MINE U005030448 ROCK BOLTER OPERATOR 9 9/10/2015 SPRAIN, STRAINS 

MCELROY COAL CO. MCELROY MINE U00003383 BELT CONVEYOR MAN 7 9/10/2015 SPRAIN, STRAINS 

MCELROY COAL CO. MCELROY MINE U00003383 LABORER 9 9/10/2015 SPRAIN, STRAINS 

CONSELIATION COAL CO. BLACKSVILLE NO. 2 00000574 WAR 19 9/11/2015 CONTUSION 

GREENBRIER MINERALS, LLC POCAHONTAS MINE U10070588-A ROCK BOLTER OPERATOR 10 9/11/2015 CUT, LACERATION, PUNCTURE 

GREENBRIER MINERALS, LLC MELROSE MINING INC. MELROSE MINE U00003383 ROCK BOLTER OPERATOR 9 9/10/2015 SPRAIN, STRAINS 

GREENBRIER MINERALS, LLC MELROSE MINING INC. MELROSE MINE U00003383 LABORER 8.5 9/11/2015 SPRAIN, STRAINS 

SPEED MINING, LLC AMERICAN EAGLE MINE U00003383 ELECTRICIAN 15 9/11/2015 SPRAIN, STRAINS 

XMI, INC. MINE NO. 42 U00402109 LABORER 6 9/11/2015 FRACTURE, CHIP 

XMI, INC. MINE NO. 39 U004021890 LABORER 5 9/11/2015 CONTUSION 

CONSELIATION COAL CO. LOVERIDGE 000000403 LABORER 3.5 9/12/2015 SPRAIN, STRAINS 

CONSELIATION COAL CO. BLACKSVILLE NO. 2 00000574 LABORER 3.5 9/14/2015 SPRAIN, STRAINS 

GATEWAY EAGLE COAL COMPANY GATEWAY EAGLE MINE U000084093 ELECTRICIAN 12 9/14/2015 FRACTURE, CHIP 

GATEWAY EAGLE COAL COMPANY GATEWAY EAGLE MINE U000084093 SHUTTLE CAR, RAM CAR OPERATOR 5 9/14/2015 OTHER, NEC. 

MARCHIONE COAL COMPANY INC. HORSE CREEK EAGLE U00301004 SCOOP CAR, UNITRAC OPERATOR 5 9/14/2015 SPRAIN, STRAINS 

TUNNEL RIDGE, LLC TUNNEL RIDGE U00003823 ROCK BOLTER OPERATOR 6.5 9/14/2015 SPRAIN, STRAINS 

EK RY COAL CO., INC. CASTLE MINE U00511573 LABOR 17 9/15/2015 SPRAIN, STRAINS 

MIDLAND TRAIL ENERGY, LLC RY NO. 15 U00013553-A UTILITY MAN 10 9/15/2015 CUT, LACERATION, PUNCTURE 

SPARROW MINING COMPANY HURLEY ENERGY U00013553-A FIRE BOSST, PRESHIFT EXAMINER 25 9/15/2015 SPRAIN, STRAINS 

CONSELIATION COAL CO. LOVERIDGE 000000403 MOTORMAN, SHANKER, SWITCHMAN 8 9/15/2015 SPRAIN, STRAINS 

CONSELIATION COAL CO. LOVERIDGE 000000403 LABORER 5 9/16/2015 SPRAIN, STRAINS 

EMERALD PROCESSING, LLC EAGLE MINE U1017983-AB LABORER 15 9/16/2015 SPRAIN, STRAINS 

SPEED MINING, LLC AMERICAN EAGLE MINE U00003915 CONTINUOUS MINER OPERATOR 15 9/16/2015 CUT, LACERATION, PUNCTURE 

GREENBRIER MINERALS, LLC MELROSE MINING INC. MELROSE MINE U00003383 ROCK BOLTER OPERATOR 7 9/17/2015 SPRAIN, STRAINS 

EASTERN ASSOCIATED CORAL CO. FEDERAL NO. 10 0000495 CONTINUOUS MINER OPERATOR 10 9/17/2015 FRACTURE, CHIP 

GREENBRIER MINERALS, LLC POWELLTON NO. 1 00005393C CONTINUOUS MINER OPERATOR 6 9/17/2015 SPRAIN, STRAINS 

GATEWAY EAGLE COAL COMPANY BLACKSVILLE NO. 2 000094374 LABORER 1 9/17/2015 SPRAIN, STRAINS 

CHUGGAMACKIN COAL CO. MELROSE MINE U00003383 LABORER 9.5 9/17/2015 SPRAIN, STRAINS 

CONSELIATION COAL CO. BLACKSVILLE NO. 2 00000574 BELT CONVEYOR MAN 2 9/18/2015 SPRAIN, STRAINS 

MCEROY COAL CO. MCELROY MINE U00003383 LOADING MACHINE OPERATOR 7 9/18/2015 ELECTRIC SHOCK 

KINGSTON MINING, INC. KINGSTON NO. 2 U003000101 MOTORMAN, SHANKER, SWITCHMAN 7 9/22/2015 SPRAIN, STRAINS 

MARCHIONE COAL COMPANY INC. HORSE CREEK EAGLE U00301014 FIRE BOSST, PRESHIFT EXAMINER 8 9/22/2015 SPRAIN, STRAINS 

METTI MINE CO. (WV) METTI E MINE U00302104 LABORER 18 9/22/2015 SPRAIN, STRAINS 

GREENBRIER MINERALS, LLC POCAHONTAS MINE U10070588-A ROCK BOLTER OPERATOR 12 9/24/2015 OTHER, NEC. 

AMERICAN ASSOCIATED COAL CORP. ROYALTON MINER U00003383 LABORER 10 9/24/2015 SPRAIN, STRAINS 

GREENBRIER MINERALS, LLC POCAHONTAS MINE U10070588-A ROOF BOLTER OPERATOR 14 9/24/2015 SPRAIN, STRAINS 

MCELROY COAL CO. MCELROY MINE U00003383 LABORER 8.5 9/29/2015 SPRAIN, STRAINS 

MCELROY COAL CO. MCELROY MINE U00003383 LABORER 12 9/29/2015 SPRAIN, STRAINS 

CONSELIATION COAL CO. LOVERIDGE 000000403 ROCK BOLTER OPERATOR 4 9/30/2015 CONTUSION
EMPLOYEE WAS STANDING UP FROM A KNEELING POSITION AND FELT A POP IN HIS LOWER BACK.

EMPLOYEE FELT PAIN IN HIS BACK WHEN HE BENT OVER TO PICK UP A MINER CABLE.

EMPLOYEE SLIPPED ON MINER CABLE AND SUSTAINED A STRAIN TO HIS RIGHT KNEE.

EMPLOYEE SLIPPED WHILE USING A PRY BAR CAUSING HIM TO FALL AND HYPEREXTEND HIS KNEE. HE CONTINUED TO WORK UNTIL 11/30 WHEN DOCTOR REMOVED HIM FROM WORK.

EMPLOYEE WAS EXITING A FORKLIFT AND SLIPPED HITTING HIS LEG ON THE GROUND.

EMPLOYEE WAS OPERATING A SHUTTLE CAR WHEN HE HIT A HOLE IN THE ROAD CAUSING THE SHUTTLE CAR TO BOTTOM OUT. THE JARRING MOTION CAUSED PAIN IN HIS BACK.

EMPLOYEE WAS SITTING IN A MANTRIP THAT WAS STRUCK BY ANOTHER MANTRIP. INJURED STATED THAT THE TOP CAUSING A CUT TO HIS EAR.

EMPLOYEE WAS STRUCK BY A PIECE OF DRAW ROCK WHILE BOLTING. ACCIDENT WAS REPORTED TO THE TOP CAUSING PAIN IN HIS LOWER BACK.

EMPLOYEE WAS PEELING THE SCRATCH RESISTANT POLISHING FOAM FROM THE FLATCAR. INJURED RETURNED TO WORK ON HIS REGULAR DAY. 20/11/15.

EMPLOYEE WAS RE-RAILING A FLATCAR WITH A LIFTING JACK. INJURED WAS CHECKING THE SUCTION ON THE BOLTER AND THE DRILL STEEL BROKE STRIKING THE TOP CAUSING A CUT TO HIS HEAD.

EMPLOYEE WAS MUDDING A WALL WHEN THE B-BOND DRIPPED INSIDE HIS GLOVE AND IRRITATED HIS ARM AND WRIST.

EMPLOYEE WAS INJURED ON 10/04 WHEN HE FELL AND HYPEREXTENDED HIS KNEE. HE CONTINUED TO WORK UNTIL 11/30 WHEN DOCTOR REMOVED HIM FROM WORK.

EMPLOYEE WAS REPLACING RUB RAIL ON A CONTINUOUS MINER WHEN RAIL SLIPPED OFF OF THE BRACKET AND THE TOP CAUSING A CUT TO HIS LEG.

EMPLOYEE WAS RESTORING A MINING TRUCK. INJURED RETURNED TO WORK ON HIS REGULAR DAY. 20/11/15.

EMPLOYEE WAS WALKING BACK TO A SHUTTLE CAR AND STRUCK A BOLT THAT WAS HANGING FROM THE GROUND.

EMPLOYEE WAS RE-RAILING A FLATCAR WITH A LIFTING JACK. THE JACK SLIPPED AND HIT HIM ON THE FINGER RESULTING IN 4 SUTURES.

EMPLOYEE WAS RERAILING A FLAT CAR WITH A LIFTING JACK. THE JACK SLIPPED AND HIT HIM ON THE FINGER RESULTING IN 4 SUTURES.

EMPLOYEE WAS FLOORING A FLATCAR. INJURED WAS CHECKING THE SUCTION ON THE BOLTER AND THE DRILL STEEL BROKE STRIKING THE DRILL HEAD KNOB.

EMPLOYEE WAS WALKING THROUGH CROSSCUT TOWARDS 5 HEAD WHEN HE SLIPPED IN MUD AND TWISTED HIS LEFT KNEE AND FRACTURE HIS ANKLE.

EMPLOYEE WAS SITTING IN A MANTRIP THAT WAS STRUCK BY ANOTHER MANTRIP. INJURED RETURNED TO WORK ON HIS REGULAR DAY. 20/11/15.

EMPLOYEE WAScheckinG THE SUCTION ON THE BOLTER AND THE DRILL STEEL BROKE STRIKING THE INJURED MAN'S ARM.

EMPLOYEE WAS INJURED ON 10/04 WHEN HE FELL AND HYPEREXTENDED HIS KNEE. HE CONTINUED TO WORK UNTIL 11/30 WHEN DOCTOR REMOVED HIM FROM WORK.

EMPLOYEE WAS INJURED ON 10/04 WHEN HE FELL AND HYPEREXTENDED HIS KNEE. HE CONTINUED TO WORK UNTIL 11/30 WHEN DOCTOR REMOVED HIM FROM WORK.

EMPLOYEE WAS INJURED ON 10/04 WHEN HE FELL AND HYPEREXTENDED HIS KNEE. HE CONTINUED TO WORK UNTIL 11/30 WHEN DOCTOR REMOVED HIM FROM WORK.

EMPLOYEE WAS INJURED ON 10/04 WHEN HE FELL AND HYPEREXTENDED HIS KNEE. HE CONTINUED TO WORK UNTIL 11/30 WHEN DOCTOR REMOVED HIM FROM WORK.

EMPLOYEE WAS INJURED ON 10/04 WHEN HE FELL AND HYPEREXTENDED HIS KNEE. HE CONTINUED TO WORK UNTIL 11/30 WHEN DOCTOR REMOVED HIM FROM WORK.

EMPLOYEE WAS INJURED ON 10/04 WHEN HE FELL AND HYPEREXTENDED HIS KNEE. HE CONTINUED TO WORK UNTIL 11/30 WHEN DOCTOR REMOVED HIM FROM WORK.

EMPLOYEE WAS INJURED ON 10/04 WHEN HE FELL AND HYPEREXTENDED HIS KNEE. HE CONTINUED TO WORK UNTIL 11/30 WHEN DOCTOR REMOVED HIM FROM WORK.
EMPLOYEE WAS INSTALLING A ROOF TIE USING A SCOOP TO RAISE THE BAGR AND A SLAB BAR TO INSTALL IT. SCOOP CHAIN CAME LOOSE AND THE BAG FELL OFF HIS FOOT.

EMPPLOYEE WAS INSTALLING A PIPE USING A ROOF BAGGER AND THE BAGR PULLED AWAY FROM THE EMPPLOYEE, CAUSING HIM TO FALL AND INJURE HIS KNEE.

EMPLOYEE WAS INSTALLING A PIPE USING A ROOF BAGGER AND THE BAGR PULLED AWAY FROM THE EMPLOYEE, CAUSING HIM TO FALL AND INJURE HIS KNEE.

EMPLOYEE WAS INSTALLING A PIPE USING A ROOF BAGGER AND THE BAGR PULLED AWAY FROM THE EMPLOYEE, CAUSING HIM TO FALL AND INJURE HIS KNEE.

EMPLOYEE WAS INSTALLING A PIPE USING A ROOF BAGGER AND THE BAGR PULLED AWAY FROM THE EMPPLOYEE, CAUSING HIM TO FALL AND INJURE HIS KNEE.

EMPLOYEE WAS INSTALLING A PIPE USING A ROOF BAGGER AND THE BAGR PULLED AWAY FROM THE EMPPLOYEE, CAUSING HIM TO FALL AND INJURE HIS KNEE.

EMPLOYEE WAS INSTALLING A PIPE USING A ROOF BAGGER AND THE BAGR PULLED AWAY FROM THE EMPLOYEE, CAUSING HIM TO FALL AND INJURE HIS KNEE.

EMPLOYEE WAS INSTALLING A PIPE USING A ROOF BAGGER AND THE BAGR PULLED AWAY FROM THE EMPLOYEE, CAUSING HIM TO FALL AND INJURE HIS KNEE.
EMERGENCY CALL: 911

EMPLOYEE NAME:

DATE OF OCCURRENCE:

DEPARTMENT:

ACCIDENT LOCATION:

ACIDENT DETAILS:

EMPLOYEE RESPONSIBLE:

WITNESS:

SIGNATURE:

DATE:

ACCIDENT SHEET:
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